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Lesson - 1

India – size and location
 The geographical location of India :1. India is located in the northern hemisphere.
2. The latitude and longitude extend of mainland is the followingLatitude extend 8’ 4’’ to 37’ 6’’ longitude 68’ 7’’ to 97’ 25’’
3. There are 28 states and 8 union territories India has long boundary its share is
border with Pakistan Afghanistan in the west Tibbat, Nepal and Bhutan. Two
island countries namely Srilanka Maldives
 Suez canal
Distance between India and Europe being reduced by 7000 km
 Standard meridian of India is passing through Mirzapur (UP).
 Indian standard time is 5 ½ hrs. ahead of GMT.

Lesson - 2
GEOGRAPHY








Major Physiographic Division
Himalayan mountain
Great northern plain
Plateau of peninsular india
Western and eastern coastal plain
The Indian island
Difference between khadar and bhangar :
 Khaddar is a new alluvial soil its more fertile.
 Bhangar is old alluvial soil less fertile.
 Difference between western and eastern ghat:

 Western ghat form the western boundary of Deccan plateau .Average height
1200 m
 Eastern ghat form the eastern boundary of Deccan plateau .Average height 450
m

HOME ASSIGNMENT
Answer the following question :1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

what is difference between western coastal and eastern coastal plain?
What is the importance of suez canal ?
What is the latitude and longitude of India?
Where is Purvnchal is located?
Difference between khaddar and bangar?

HISTORY

The French Revolution
 Fall of Bastille:
On 14th July 1789 rumors that the king would the army to open fire upon the citizen
caused alarm in the city of Paris around 7000 man and women gathered together in
the front of town hall a form a people militia and broke into government building
looking for arms.
 French society was divided into three estates in 18 th century:
 First clergy
 Second class nobility
 Third estate peasant
 Role of Philosopher John locke and Jean jacques rousseau wanted a society based on
freedom equal laws of and opportunities for all.
 Condition of women :
During the old regime they sold flower, vegetables in the market. most women could
not receive education or job training.

 Step taken to improve the condition early years introduce some laws to the improve
the condition of women. Established school for women and made compulsory for all
girls. Divorce made legal both for man and women.

HOME ASSIGNMENT
Answer the following questions:1. What was a cause of French revolution?
2. What is the role of Napoleon Bonaparte?
3. What is the role of women in French revolution?
4. Why there is financial bankruptcy in France?
5. What is role of philosopher in the France?

